El factor institucional más importante en la historia de la industria del azúcar en Cuba después de 1930 fue la cuota de exportación que obtuvo en el mercado de los Estados Unidos en 1934. Este artículo revisa las tesis que consideran ese hecho como relativamente positivo y lo hace a la luz de los acontecimientos posteriores, que muestran que dicho sistema de cuotas perjudicó a la economía insular, sobre todo en la década de 1950, y examinando los stock prices de las empresas del sector, un buen indicador de las expectativas de retorno de las inversiones. Como conclusión afirma que el reparto del consumo azucarero norteamericano entre diferentes abastecedores fue fruto de la convicción de que el instrumento arancelario usado hasta entonces para proteger a la producción remolachera interna ya no era eficaz.
If one policy loomed large in the interwar history of Cuban sugar, it was the sugar quota adopted by the United States in 1934. Established under the rubric of the US «Sugar Program», the sugar quota governed the exports of Cuba's principal crop to its principal market. Sugar controls in the United States became central to the health and future of the Cuban economy. The importance of the United States as a market for Cuban sugar made any policy that governed that market central to Cuba's economic prospects. The international crisis and collapse of Cuba's access to the US market after 1929 made the restoration of that outlet for Cuban sugar an acute necessity. exports to all destinations represented between 35 and 40 percent. According to existing estimates, from 1929 to 1933, Cuban real national income fell around 30 percent. The sharp reduction of sugar export revenues from the US market alone were equal to 60 percent of the decline in real national income 2 . At the time of its inauguration, political rhetoric in Washington and Havana praised the sugar quota as a measure that would strengthen, if not restore, Cuba's position in the US sugar market. In apparent agreement, dominant views in the economic history of Cuba as well as the regulatory history of the United States interpret the US sugar quota as a policy measure that had positive consequences for Cuba.
If the literature casts a favorable light on the quota's effects on Cuban economic and political outcomes, recent work challenges the benign view of the sugar quota during the 1950s. New evidence shows that the quota system exposed the Cuban sugar industry more directly to the risks of domestic politics of the United States -because the volume of exports to its most important market were made strictly dependent on decisions in Washington about the size of Cuba's quota. Domestic sugar interests naturally had greater influence in the United States' representative political institutions over this decision than did Cuban sugar interests or diplomats. In a recent article, A.D. Dye and R. Sicotte show that a revision of the Sugar Program in 1956 exposed the Cuban sugar industry to a serious economic shock that came through a large unanticipated reduction in Cuba's sugar quota. The size and significance of this shock has been overlooked in the historiography, in part, because it was obscured by contemporaneous offsetting economic events. Sugar prices, aggregate income, unemployment, wages, and other indicators performed well in 1957 and 1958, the years immediately after the new sugar quota legislation went into effect. 3 J.I. Domínguez suggests that this may explain why most scholars so strongly reject the proposition that economic events catapulted the island nation into revolution 4 . Scholarly attention has focused, instead, on the crisis in Cuban politics caused by the constitutional illegitimacy of the Batista regime, the popular demand to restore democracy, loss of faith in a corrupt political system, and the combination of strategic and military events that led to the rise of Fidel Castro's July 26 th Movement. Without challenging the primacy of the political explanation, A.D. Dye and R. Sicotte show that the negative consequences of the downward revision in the ----2 This figure is a rough estimate since estimates GDP are subject to a large margin of error. For the data sources, see A. SANTAMARÍA, Sin azúcar no hay país: la industria azucarera y la economía cubana sugar quota were a major issue to contemporaries, which contributed to the loss of faith among the «economic classes» in Batista's ability to find a solution to the sugar question. By comparing projections of anticipated earnings from sugar exports to the US market under the old and new legislation, they show that the downwardly revised quota reduced the expected long-run rate of growth in export earnings in the US sugar market by about 70 percent. Two things prevented those negative effects from being felt immediately. First, they were muted in the immediate aftermath of the passage of the 1956 legislation because there were programmed delays in its implementation. Second, the Suez crisis, labor strikes in Hawaii, and other remote events disrupted short-run supplies of sugar in global markets and boosted the sugar price on the world market temporarily. Nevertheless, experts forecasted a dismal long-run growth path for Cuban sugar exports, punctuated erratically by occasional brief periods of favorable prices contingent upon exogenous sugar supply disruptions in the rest of the world. Noting that forward-looking investors in sugar-related securities markets would be responsive to these predictions, Dye and Sicotte examine the behavior of the stock prices of sugar companies in Cuba and the mainland United States. They find that, after 1956, there was a large increase in the risk associated with investment in shares in Cuban sugar companies. Further evidence shows that the fallout from the grim long-run prospects for the Cuban sugar industry, and the failure of the ruling regime to come up with an alternative plan, contributed to the decline in political support for Batista, which mounted throughout the latter half of the 1950s. 5 These findings raise questions about the favorable light cast upon the inauguration of the sugar quota policy in the 1930s. As in the 1950s, the sugar quota system exposed Cuban sugar to risks of US domestic politics in the 1930s. What caused the nature of this political solution to Cuba's access in the US sugar market to differ in the 1930s? Two views have been offered. One view, put forth by A.O. Krueger, submits that the United States Government, through the leadership of President Franklin D. Roosevelt and the State Department, were motivated to use sugar policy to stimulate the Cuban economy and restore political order after the collapse of the Gerardo Machado regime in 1933 6 . A second view, offered by A. Santamaría, proposes that developments in the US sugar market caused an unusual alignment in the political interests of Cuban sugar producers and US beet sugar producers 7 . The adoption of a sugar quota, it is argued, served both their interests, hence the unlikely marriage of strange bedfellows. The current essay presents evidence that suggests, first, that the adoption of the sugar quota was less favorable to Cuba than the literature has reflected, and second, that neither of the explanations outlined is fully accurate.
The main purpose of the essay is to reconsider the intent of the inauguration of the Sugar Program to gain a new perspective on the political economy of its inauguration. It approaches this question, first, by observing the design of the institutions that were established to govern the Sugar Program in the United States and, second, by looking at the performance sugar companies to determine which participants benefited most from the program. To achieve the latter, I present an index of the stock prices of sugar companies, which serves as an effective indicator of sugar-company performance because it reflects the views of informed investors regarding the expected effects of the policy changes under question. The evidence shows that the US beet sugar industry was hostile to Cuba's participation in the program. It does not support the proposition that the original intent of the program was primarily to help Cuba; instead, it is consistent with an explanation driven by interest-group politics that emphasizes the multidimensionality of the salient political issues.
COMPETING HYPOTHESES
One of the most important contributions to this question comes from A. Santamaría's comprehensive and insightful study of the Cuban sugar industry during the interwar period. He finds that inauguration of the Sugar Program in the United States, under the Jones-Costigan Act of 1934, accommodated the restructuring of the Cuban sugar-dominated economy to the post-depression reality of its market in the United States. First, it represented a resolution of the crisis in the system of trade reciprocity that had characterized Cuban-US economic relations since 1903, which allowed Cuba to maintain its specialization in sugar. It did so by creating an institution by which cost-efficient Cuban sugar exports and the politically backed supply of US beet sugar were made consistent with a diminished demand for sugar in the US market during the 1930s. Santamaría highlights some other positive outcomes. First, the restriction on raw sugar exports stimulated the diversification of the products made by the Cuban sugar industry, that is, the production of by-products, such as molasses, alcohol and distilled beverages. Also, Cuba obtained a toehold in the US refined sugar market, from which it had been prohibited in the 1920s. Second, as part of the negotiated package, Cuba received a reduction in the tariff it paid for exporting sugar to the United States, indeed, the lowest tariff it had had in the US market since 1894 8 .
----8 Ibidem, pp. 227-40.
The definitive piece, to date, from the standpoint of US regulatory history, is A.O. Krueger's study of the origins and path-dependence of the US sugar controls. She focuses on the question of program's capacity for survival. Once in place the took on a «life of its own», and it has remained in effect for seventy years at the time the essay was written. The institutions put in place persisted because, once created, the program was «seized upon» by domestic sugar interests that lobbied to preserve the benefits they received from it 9 .
Yet ironically, despite the domestic interest-group explanation of the Sugar Program's persistence, she finds that interest group politics does not help to explain the inauguration. Rather, she finds that the Franklin D. Roosevelt Administration acted as a «benevolent guardian» when it introduced the program in 1934. In part, it was introduced as a measure to reverse the perceived damage of the Hawley-Smoot tariff of 1930 (passed by the previous Republican Administration). However, A.O. Krueger concludes that Roosevelt's motive was «primarily to shore up the Cuban economy and only secondarily to increase American producers' incomes» to stabilize the Cuban political situation. In her analysis, the unintended capture by special interests became visible in 1960, when Cuba's quota was removed. Even though the program's primary justification had vanished, the quota system survived and became an instrument of US Cold War policy in the Caribbean -an unanticipated consequence 10 .
By contrast, historians writing about these events from the standpoint of Cuban political economy interpret the Franklin D. Roosevelt Administration's primary motives as a self-interested or rational public choice. O. Zanetti observes that Roosevelt resisted pressure from beet sugar interests, which sought to minimize the quota allocated to Cuba. Refusing, the President insisted that he did not want the quota policy to induce excessive expansion of the inefficient domestic sugar industry, which would unnecessarily raise the cost of sugar to consumers. Though he resisted political pressure from one constituency, it was to achieve political objectives that favored another constituency 11 .
A. Santamaría observing a potential for a political coalition of US beet and Cuban sugar producers, proposes alternatively that the Franklin D. Roosevelt Administration was pressured by beet sugar interests to adopt the quota system. Since the passage of the Smoot-Hawley tariff, the reigning protection had displaced Cuban sugar, but the protection, aimed to benefit beet sugar, in effect failed to remove beet sugar's competition. Instead, it stimulated the expansion of sugar production in the insular possessions. Deducing that the quota would provide firmer protection for high-cost domestic beet sugar, Santamaría concludes that the alignment of interests of the domestic beet sugar and Cuba must have provi-----ded the political pressure for the quota 12 . This reasoning did apply to the renewal of the quota program in 1937, after beet sugar producers learned that the program would be governed in their favor. However, testimony in public congressional hearings, as well as extensive archival records, show that it did not apply in 1933 and 1934. Beet sugar initially fiercely opposed the quota and, then, argued that Cuba's participation in it should be residual 13 .
These contributions are, nonetheless, consistent with the predominant view in the Cuban historiography is that the quota system was beneficial to Cuba, or at least benign. This view is based on three observations. First, since 1925, the world sugar market was characterized by an unprecedented accumulation of physical stocks -a fact that was shared by many other commodity markets, which C. Kindleberger emphasized as an important antecedent to the world financial crisis of the 1930s 14 . As early as the zafra of 1926/27, Cuba unilaterally imposed quantity restrictions on its own production and began trying to coordinate worldwide quantity restriction in attempt to stabilize the sugar market. In 1931, Cuba and eight other countries formed an international cartel that established export quotas to the non-US world market -that is, the portion not behind prohibitive protectionist walls 15 . In 1930, private representatives of the Cuban sugar industry reached a «gentle-man's agreement» with US domestic producers -a cartel agreement to reduce supplies to the US market, but it proved unenforceable.
In this respect, the introduction of the US sugar quota system has been interpreted as a favorable action at least to the island's sugar interests, which had sought such measures for years. The quota Cuba received was considerably less than its historical share of the US market; however, the US sugar tariff was perceived to be endogenous. Key players predicted that, if Cuba's exports to the United States remained unchecked, political pressures for increased tariffs might go so far as to eliminate Cuba's share of the US market.
Second, in the 1903 reciprocity treaty, Cuba had received a 20 percent discount on the US sugar tariff. The preferential tariff was intended at that time as a mechanism to allow Cuban producers to capture some of the rents from the protected US sugar market for rebuilding its war-torn economy. That is, it aimed to allow Cuban producers to appropriate a portion of the differential between the ---- Figure 1 shows the effect that the combination of the quota and the lowering of the tariff had on the price of sugar received in Cuba. It rose above the world-market-clearing (London) price and approached the protected US price, stopping when the distance between the Cuban and US prices was equal to the tariff. Third, the lack of economic diversification in Cuba, and principally its dependence on sugar, may be seen as its greatest structural problem. Therefore, some historians interpret any policy that should reduce its reliance on sugar, and on the US market, and possibly stimulate economic diversification, as beneficial.
THE CRISIS IN US SUGAR MARKET
The US sugar market was supplied by eight major supplier groups with three broad political identities. (i) The targeted constituents of sugar protection policy were the mainland -the beet and cane sugar industries. (ii) An intermediate supplier group did not have representation in Congress but was given duty-free status were the insular possessions -the territory of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and the Virgin Islands. (iii) Foreign suppliers paid the US sugar tariff. Although, among these, Cuba was distinct because the tariff preferential it received had permitted Cuba to take over virtually all sugar imports into the US from foreign suppliers. This does not, however, mean that Cuban sugar production was inefficient. Cuba produced 1-2 million tons beyond what it sold in the United States, which it sold competitively on the world market. Contemporary international cost surveys in the 1920s showed that Cuba and Java had the lowest per unit raw sugar costs in the world 16 . A fourth concentrated interest group were the refiners, who were the most concentrated among the consumers of imported sugar. Up to 1930, the tariff differential between raw and refined sugar almost fully protected refined sugar in the United States such that imports were of raw sugar (the differential was reduced with the Hawley-Smoot tariff legislation, which caused refiners to call for protection against a shift in import at the margins from raw to refined sugar after 1930). Table 1 summarizes the total consumption and allocation of market shares in the US sugar market. It shows that in the 1920s, the mainland share of the US sugar market (beet and cane together) averaged 19 percent, which rose to 27 percent in the 1930s. The share of the market going to the US insular possessions (Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the Philippines) rose from 24 to 43 percent. The foreign share, almost all from Cuba, fell from 39 to 18 percen.
The lower panel of Table 1 Table 1 show that the 1934 legislation did not reverse the effective protection. Two protected supplier groups stand out in particular. By 1939, the cane sugar producers in the mainland (Louisiana and Florida) and Puerto Rico each more than doubled their sales volumes, relative to 1929. The domestic (mainland and insular) expansion was made possible by a spectacular fall in the sugar imports from Cuba. By 1933, Cuban exports of sugar had fallen by more than 2.5 million tons, to 47 percent of what it had exported in 1929. Because the price also fell and the tariff was increased, Cuba's earnings from the US market fell even more abruptly. Observation of real export revenues shows a similar pattern. By 1933, they fell to less than 30 percent of their 1929 level. Afterwards, Cuba's export volumes leveled off even as US sugar demand began to recover after 1935, whereas revenues from domestic sugar sales were up from 1929 levels in all domestic supplier groups. In short, despite falling demand for sugar during the economic crisis in the United States, all domestic supplier groups increased both sales volumes and revenues, and the expansion came at Cuba's expense.
Mainland

Insular Possessions Foreign
It is difficult to overstate the severity of the consequences of the loss of market share and export revenue on the Cuban economy. Eighty percent or more of Cuba's exports consisted of sugar, and more than half of it was exported to the United States. By the 1950s, it is estimated that 25-30 percent of Cuba's national income was accounted for in its gross earnings from sugar exports to the United States 17 . Furthermore, the nation's ability to substitute out of the US sugar market was limited by widespread protection of sugar worldwide. Cuba's access to the other major sugar-consuming countries, except Great Britain, was more restricted than its access to the US market 18 .
The downward shock reverberated in Cuba's national economy. From 1929 to 1932, (according to the best estimate) national income fell by about 30 percent, and about 60 percent of that decline was explained by the 70 percent fall in sugar export earnings. Falling wages and shortened seasonal employment caused expected real income to sugar workers in 1932 to fall to somewhere between 18 A further constraint was instituted in 1931, when Cuba became a signatory (and leading advocate) of the International Sugar Agreement (ISA) of 1931, a private cartel, that had implemented export quotas to try to stabilize the price of sugar on the depressed world market. The Cuban Government had already instituted sugar controls for its own producers, and regulated the volume of sales going to the US, non-US, and home markets (see J. ÁLVAREZ DÍAZ et al., Un estudio sobre Cuba, Coral Gables, University of Miami Press, 1963). At the time the sugar law of 1934 was being deliberated, a one-ton expected reduction in Cuban exports to the United States would have to be answered with a one-ton reduction in sugar production.
1929 incomes. Studies show that other wages followed this downward path 19 . The collapse threw the working population into destitution and the nation into a social and political crisis. Violent labor unrest erupted in 1931, led to the overthrow of the Government in 1933, and plunged the country into political disorder.
THE US SUGAR TARIFF
Contemporary cost studies concluded that the displacement of Cuba's share of the US sugar market was caused by the tariff, not competitive forces. The US Tariff Commission surveyed the costs production of all major supplier areas to the US sugar market in 1923 and 1933, and it found in both studies that Cuban costs of production were substantially lower than any of the other major supplier areas to the US market. The studies were consistent with international studies (cited above) which had shown Cuba to be one of the two lowest-cost sugar producers in the world. In both Tariff Commission studies, the Commission recommended reductions of the sugar tariff by 25 percent or more to maintain the prevailing cost differential between US mainland and Cuban producers 20 .
The significance of this, perhaps surprising, policy recommendation comes from the flexible tariff powers given the President under the 1922 tariff act. The President was given discretion to alter tariffs, otherwise fixed by the tariff schedules of omnibus tariff legislation, in order to maintain the prevailing costs differentials between US domestic producers and their chief foreign competitors. The Tariff Commission was set up to study the cost differentials in protected industries and make recommendations 21 . Their findings on cost differentials give evidence for the cause of the shift in market shares from Cuba to domestic producers. They found that Cuba's cost advantage over US domestic producers had improved over the decade -it had certainly not eroded. Furthermore, although the cost differential was substantial, they found that tariff protection was higher than necessary to maintain the prevailing cost differential, implying that the improved market share of domestic producers was caused by the increased protection 22 . 21 Its recommendation to reduce the sugar tariff in 1923 was not adopted. Its recommendation in 1933 concluded that the sugar industry was a special case in which the tariff as an instrument of protection was ineffective. Its recommendation to replace the sugar tariff with a quota system was one of the prime reasons the Franklin D. Roosevelt Administration focused its efforts on the quota, as explained below J. DALTON [13] . The depression explains a large part of the loss of sales and revenues, but the main cause of the loss of Cuba's market share was the sugar tariff. Before the trade reforms of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Administration, tariff policy was one of the primary issues dividing the major political parties. Republicans were protectionist and Democrats were relatively «free traders». Tariff rates oscillated as both parties, when in the majority, used omnibus tariff legislation to move tariff rates in their preferred directions 23 . Table 2 had over the majority of the US domestic industry 25 . However, the 1930 increase of 2 cents pushed the majority of Cuban mills below the breakeven threshold. High fixed costs, however, determined that most mills remained active 26 .
----
THE QUOTA SYSTEM
What were the rules set up to implement and govern the new policy? How did they function? Do these features offer insights into the intent of the policy, according to those who established it? Sugar controls in the United States were introduced under the Sugar Control Act, also known as the Jones-Costigan Act, of 1934. In effect, it amended the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 to add sugar beets and sugar cane to a list of products, including wheat, corn, cotton, and tobacco, that were designated as «basic agricultural commodities», which made them available for the application of certain price stabilization measures provided under the law to be administered under the Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA), created for that purpose.
Besides placing sugar under the AAA, it provided a formula for determining the quantity restrictions on domestic production and import quotas on Cuban and other foreign sugar. The quotas were assigned on two levels: first, each of the major supplier groups -mainland beet, mainland cane, each insular possession, Cuba, and other foreign suppliers were assigned specific overall group quotas; then, separate arrangements were made within each domestic group, including crop curtailment contracts with individual growers of beet or cane and «marketing» (sales) quotas for each processor. The act gave the Secretary of Agriculture complete discretion for setting the latter, but it restricted how the supplier groups' marketing and import quotas were determined. Mainland beet and cane areas were given fixed quotas of 1.55 and 0.26 million short tons. Also, the mainland was guaranteed 30 percent of any growth in total US consumption exceeding 6.452 million short tons. The remainder was to be apportioned between the insular possessions and foreigners on the basis of historical sales levels determined by the Secretary of Agriculture 27 . Na----- 26 There was massive bankruptcy of Cuban sugar mills, but most were reorganized and put back into production as creditors tried to recover their losses.
27 See J. turally, the allocation of the overall quotas to individual foreign producers was done within each country's political institutions.
Cuba had agreed to limit its exports of sugar to the US in 1930 as part of a Gentlemen's (cartel) agreement; furthermore, it participated in an international cartel formed in 1931, which restricted exports to non-US markets, known as the Chadbourne Agreement 28 . The Cuban Sugar Stabilization Institute, set up to implement the crop restriction and export controls since 1931 under the Chadbourne Agreement, thus predated US sugar controls.
Since the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)'s estimate of overall sugar demand, given the target price, could be off, or supplier groups could fall short of their quotas, provisions were also made for adjustments and reassignment of deficits. Table 3 gives the proposed quotas at various stages of the legislative process, and the initial quotas for 1934-1938. The Sugar Act was renewed in 1937, when the formula for determining the quotas was revised. In 1937, each supplier group was allotted a fixed share of the USDA's estimate of demand, given its price target, except that domestic producers jointly were guaranteed a minimum of 3.715 million short tons 29 .
Several observations about the 1934 quota assignments are noteworthy. The fixed quota for mainland beet sugar was not intended to be binding for the first few years at least; it was set at 20 percent higher than the average annual sales for 1931-1933, and 13 percent above its historical peak in 1933. Though less generous, the mainland cane quota was also not intended to be restrictive. It exceeded its annual average sales for 1931-1933 by 12 percent. The beet sugar industry did not fulfill its quota in any year prior to World War II. Mainland cane did grow to exceed its quota, regularly picking up part of the beet-sugar deficits; but Congress promptly expanded its quota by 70 percent in the 1937 revision of the sugar law.
By contrast, the 1934 law expressly confined other groups to historical levels. The letter of the law obscures some of the constraints. Nominally, it gave much discretion to the Secretary of Agriculture to determine the «representative» historical levels for the other groups. It instructed that he could use historical sales from any three consecutive years between 1925 and 1933 inclusive. However, the director of the Sugar Section of the AAA described later that the discretion was illusory, since the Secretary also (i) had to limit aggregate sales to a level that would prevent a further price decline, and (ii) he was constrained by implicit expectations, held by members of Congress, about the distribution of quotas that were not written into the legislation. These involved promises made by Congressmen to constituents in order to obtain their support for the legislation 30 . If the Secretary used his discretion in ways that violated these implicit constraints, Congress would To offset some of the deterioration in the Cuban economy that this otherwise would make permanent, Franklin D. Roosevelt used presidential powers under ----the flexible tariff provision of the Tariff Act of 1922 to lower the tariff on Cuban sugar to 1.5 cents per lb. Simultaneously, a new US-Cuban trade reciprocity treaty was negotiated, which gave more concessions to US farm and manufactured exports to Cuba in exchange for an additional reduction in the Cuban sugar tariff to 0.9 cents.
INVESTORS' PERCEPTIONS
What does the quantitative record tell us about its intent? Does the record of who benefited give insight into its original intent? One way to observe the effects is through examination of the stock prices of sugar companies. Investors in sugar companies responded quickly to any new information about policy and formulated new expectations about the expected returns and risk in each of the supplier groups. Stock prices thus rapidly incorporated the expected effects from the policy regime change. Indices of stock prices for each region, therefore, serve as indicators of the expected performance of the sugar industries in each of the constituent supplier areas.
Using a database of weekly stock prices of sugar companies from 1921 to 1941, traded on the New York Stock Exchange, curb, and over-the-counter markets (collected as part of a joint project with R. Sicotte), I have computed indices of stock prices for sugar companies located in the mainland beet sugar sector, Puerto Rico, and Cuba 32 . The indices consist of five mainland beet directconsumption sugar producers, four Puerto Rican raw cane sugar producers, and seven Cuban raw cane sugar producers. Indices for each for these supplier groups were weighted by the total capital stock reported for each company 33 .
The indices, displayed in Figure 2 , confirm expectations but also offer new insights into the relative effects of program on the various supplier areas. First, the drop in 1921 and 1922 reflects the aftermath of postwar adjustment caused by the lifting of wartime sugar price controls in 1919. The recovery of the US mainland coincided with tariff increases in 1921 and 1922, whose timing were are also explained in part by the postwar adjustment crisis. In Cuba, the postwar adjustment crisis was particularly severe, resulting in widespread bankruptcies of sugar mills and bank closures 34 . However, the recovery was equally extraordinary be-
The data are end-of-week series collected from the Wall Street Journal, New York, and the New York Times, New York. The slow, steady climb of the Puerto Rican index after 1922 reflects the beginning of a wave of investment in new sugar milling technology that was stimulated by the increased competitiveness against Cuba, due to increased protection under the tariff increases. The climb is slow because, prior to the war, unlike Cuba, there had been little investment in new sugar milling technology in Puerto Rico, where land availability and soil qualities were better than the mainland but not as favorable as in Cuba. Prior to the war, sugar had been scheduled for movement to the free list, but during the war that policy change became politically impossible. After the war, the increases in the sugar tariff signaled that sugar ---- would go onto the free list and made expansion of sugar milling capacity in Puerto Rico more attractive 36 .
All three indices drop in response to the collapse of the sugar market from 1929 to 1932. Mainland and insular-possession stocks begin to recover significantly in early 1933. The most likely explanation is the expected passage of the Agricultural Adjustment Act because of the anticipated positive effects to the industry of measures to stabilize the price of sugar and subsidize beet and cane growers. The early upswing in 1933 needs some explanation, since sugar beets and sugarcane were not designated as «basic agricultural commodities» until the passage of the Jones-Costigan Act in May 1934. In fact, the passage was not the first attempt by the Administration to take measures to reform the sugar industry. As explained below, efforts to create an orderly marketing agreement began in early 1933, and although the designation of sugar as a «basic agricultural commodity» increases the Administration's controls over form that controls took, it was not necessary for an agreement to be established under the AAA legislation. The swift but steady decline of the Cuban sugar-company stock index until about 1932 and 1933, where it leveled off, is consistent with the fixing of Cuba's quota at its minimum historical market share (of 1931-1933) 37 . One might have expected some recovery from the lowering of the tariff, but since most sugar companies operating in Cuba were bankrupt or threatened with bankruptcy, creditors had large claims on any surpluses, and common stockholders, last in line, were unlikely to be paid dividends. Scarcely any dividends were paid on Cuban sugar company shares in the 1930s. 37 The temporary rise in 1937 is probably explained by improved optimism about the possibility of recovery of the US economy and the sugar market. The reversal of that movement in 1938 appears to reflect a return of expectations to their former state. However, the downward trend in Cuban sugar company stock prices began in 1924 or 1925.
38 Several factors help to explain why that did not boost stock prices. Sugar milling involves significant fixed costs, and Cuban mills were operating well below capacity, which meant higher unit costs of production. Maintenance of the cost advantage, which they had relied on in the 1920s to compete in the protected US market, depended on higher capacity utilization than mills could achieve under current market and regulatory conditions. In the long run, Cuba might have increased capacity utilization rates by allowed mills to close, thus reducing the aggregate milling capacity. But instead, the Cuban Government maintained a policy that preserved the excess aggregate milling capacity by allocating quotas proportionately to all existing mills (Cuban Economic Research Project 1963). Since the crisis, most Cuban sugar companies had gone bankrupt, and were under creditor or judicial oversight. They almost ceased paying dividends during the 1930s (Farr and Co., Fitch, Standard and Poor).
«BENEVOLENT GUARDIAN» OR MULTIDIMENSIONALITY?
Returning to the question of original intent of the Sugar Program, the quantitative evidence from the stock price indices shows that, if the program was designed to help Cuba, its effectiveness was strictly limited. The quota benefited Cuba only in the sense that it put a floor on Cuba's falling market share in the US sugar market. Yet it also committed Cuba to a share of the US sugar market determined by its pre-quota historical minimum 39 . The quota-assignment rules clearly targeted mainland sugar interests. Neither was the program primarily installed for Cuba's benefit, nor did it benefit Cuba de facto, except in a limited sense.
Yet Yet additional context puts a different light on these statements. First, many on both sides of the debate had decided by 1933 that the tariff had «failed» as a protective instrument for sugar. This thinking was prompted by a Tariff Commission study in 1933 that found (i) that the sugar tariff served to stimulate the insular possessions rather than protect mainland industry, thus shifting but not eliminating its competition. Evidence from the last two tariff increases, in 1922 and 1930, showed that the principal beneficiaries of protection were Puerto Rico and the Philippines, both of which expanded substantially under increased protection.
(ii) Furthermore, the Commission found that Cuba's economy was so dependent ---- 39 The reduction in the tariff was an important part of the package. It permitted Cuban producers to obtain some of the economic rents of the program and produced a partial recovery of sugar export revenues. This may be seen as constituting aid to Cuba at a time of crisis, but it did not come without a cost. The reduction was part of a reciprocity treaty that included broad concessions to exports of US farm products and manufactures to Cuba. Some historians criticize it as costly to Cuba because it constrained the economy's ability to diversify out of sugar. on the US sugar market that its sugar production costs were endogenous to the US sugar tariff. Past increases in the tariff were met with substantial wage reductions in Cuba. Further increases, the Commission predicted, would drive wages down further and intensify the political instability in Cuba.
The two findings together led the Commission to conclude that an increase in the tariff would not offer lasting protection for mainland sugar producers. Rather, it would encourage further expansion of production in the insular possessions (which were not the intended target of the protection); the increased competition from the insular possessions would cause mainland producers to press for further protection against Cuba imports, which would have serious destabilizing consequences to this important trading partner and political ally 42 . The Tariff Commission report, therefore, rejected the tariff as the preferred instrument for the sugar industry and, instead, proposed the alternative of a system of import quotas. This instrument had been growing in popularity in Europe for addressing the chaotic trade conditions since the crisis, when fluctuations in terms of trade and real exchange rates made it difficult to adjust specific tariff rates frequently enough to keep them effective 43 . It also recommended a reduction of the tariff on Cuban sugar, but it had been making that recommendation for a decade.
It was not insignificant that the Tariff Commission's recommendation fit well into the Administration's existing programs for trade reform and agricultural relief. The Franklin D. Roosevelt Administration stood on a platform of trade liberalization, and it was in the midst of a major legislative reform, the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act (RTAA), that finally passed both houses in June 1934. Discussion already was under way concerning a possible revision of the trade reciprocity treaty with Cuba, which contemplated a reduction in the sugar tariff, in exchange for preferential tariff reductions for a wide range of US exports to Cuba, a particularly important market for US agricultural exports. The reciprocity treaty was celebrated as the first in a series of bilateral treaties to be negotiated under the RTAA aimed at stimulating US exports 44 .
Farm Smoot tariff debacle had failed to provide relief to farmers. If anything, it hurt farm interests, since it was blamed for retaliatory protection enacted by importers of US farm products. In this respect, the RTAA and the AAA were connected. The US Sugar Program and the Cuban reciprocity treaty were instituted as a part of a grand New Deal trade reform and agricultural stabilization agenda.
Cuban support for the trade concessions to the US that would be required for the Reciprocity Treaty were, in part, because the issue of trade reciprocity was tied to the proposal to abrogate the Platt Amendment. Meanwhile, representatives of the Cuban sugar industry favored the combination of an import quota and a reduction of the sugar tariff over the status quo. If import competition was constrained by quantity restrictions, the reduction of the tariff would allow Cuban producers to appropriate part of the rents from the protected US sugar market. Contrast this with the perceived status quo. The US Tariff Commission had shown the simultaneous endogeneity of sugar tariff and costs of production in Cuba. Cuban sugar producers had understood for years concerns that the US sugar tariff was endogenous to competition from Cuba. Since the mid-1920s various representatives of the industry had made attempts to come to agreement with US mainland industry leaders to mitigate this problem. Under the current conditions, concerns were expressed that, if the tariff remained the instrument of protection, Cuba's share of the US market could be driven to zero 45 . John Lee Coulter, of the US Tariff Commission, predicted that even under the current tariff rate, established in 1930, Cuba's share of the US market would likely fall to 0.5 to 0.8 million short tons, significantly less than its peak of 4.1 million in 1929 or its 1933 exports to the US of 1.5 million. José M. Casanova, then President of the Hacendados Association, similarly predicted that, without the inauguration of the quota system, within three years, Cuba would have ceased to have access to the US sugar market due to rising tariffs 46 negotiated contracts with farmers to curtail crop, compensating them out of a «processing tax» on the industry. (ii) For sugar, which was not originally listed as a basic agricultural commodity, an alternative approach allowed federal sponsorship of industry-specific «voluntary marketing agreements», which could be enforced using federal licensing powers. In September 1933, sugar-industry representatives signed a voluntary agreement that apportioned the industry according to a proposed set of quotas. In the negotiations from June to August, beet sugar interests presented one of the biggest obstacles. On the one hand, they demanded a quota of 1.75 million tons. Obtaining that demand in the September agreement, they signed the agreement, revealing that they did not object to the principle of the quota system. However, when they faced opposition to it from the Roosevelt Administration, they demanded the adoption of a policy principle that gave priority to US domestic producers in the US market, insisting that Cuba's access conditional upon domestic industry's needs being met first 48 .
So what was the domestic industry opposition, cited by A.O. Krueger, about? That testimony was made in opposition to the Franklin D. Roosevelt proposal before the House Committee on Agriculture in early 1934, after the voluntary agreement had been signed 49 . The Secretary of Agriculture summarily rejected the industry's proposed agreement. A long list of reasons was given, but most significant was that the plan gave a monopoly position to processors, but the benefits it would provide to farmers -the targeted group under the AAA-were indirect and uncertain 50 . So the Department of Agriculture rejected it and drew up a plan to include sugar beets and sugarcane as «basic agricultural commodities», which Roosevelt recommended to Congress in his April 1934 message 51 . Domestic sugar's opposition before Congress was against the proposed quotas, but they did not oppose the imposition of import quotas.
The hard bargain that beet sugar interests drove is explained by their greater bargaining power. Since they were more geographically dispersed, they were better represented in Congress than other parties to the agreement. Beet sugar factories were located in fifteen states, and beet growers were sometimes also located in states adjacent to those where factories were located, whereas raw cane sugar was ---- 53 . Interior officials advocated on behalf of insular possessions. Commerce was concerned about exporters. The RTAA, representing a major institutional reform of trade policy, had just been approved. Some scholars argue that this act introduced a significant institutional change in trade policy determination that caused the trade policy shift in the United States from protectionism to liberalization. M. Bailey, J. Goldstein and B. Weingast, and D.A. Irwin and R. Kroszner argue that the key institutional change was the replacement of legislative determination of trade policy through omnibus tariff packages, which favored specialinterest protectionist coalitions, with greater presidential control over trade policy, which gave greater influence to exporter interests, because the President was elected from a national constituency 54 . The new reciprocity treaty with Cuba in 1934, which lowered the sugar tariff for Cuba, was the first treaty signed under this legislation, but it probably could not have happened without the protections to the mainland sugar industry provided by the quota system 55 .
In a February 1934 message to Congress, Franklin D. Roosevelt submitted that the sugar act should serve three purposes: to overcome low prices received by domestic beet and cane farmers; to stop using protectionism to expand the domestic and insular sugar industries, which contributed to high prices for sugar; and to contribute to the economic rehabilitation of Cuba 56 . In his April 1934 message to Congress, in which he submitted the Administration's version of the bill, he mentioned Cuba only in reference to the lost US exports 57 . It was not accidental that the only reference to Cuba in this message was in reference to its effects on US exports to Cuba. Conflicted interests in the nation at large as well as within the executive branch led to compromise in the Administration's proposal. After the September sugar-industry agreement was declared a failure, Roosevelt had requested that Cuba's quota be raised from 1.7 to 2 million short tons to achieve economic and foreign policy objectives regarding Cuba (Cuban diplomats had argued that even 2 million was below the minimum necessary for adequate recovery.) Though some officials in the Sugar Division of the Department of Agriculture tried to preserve the 1.7 million ton quota for Cuba, that number was eventually brought up to 1.94 apparently largely through the efforts of officials in the State Department, with the President's backing 58 .
To be sure, the motive to avoid further economic and political disruption in Cuba was present among the factors that determined Franklin D. Roosevelt's recommendation to Congress. Though the State Department worked some influence, the marginal increase in Cuba's quota even in Roosevelt's proposal (see Table 3 ) suggests that, though it received some consideration, it did not dominate among the competing demands upon the policy. The request for a 2-million-ton quota for Cuba did not come close to its former market share. Moreover, it was not proposed except as an alternative to an agenda that was effectively driven by the analysis of the Tariff Commission, the New Deal package represented by the RTAAA and the AAA, and the domestic sugar industry's proposed voluntary marketing agreement. Failure of Cuban sugar companies' stock prices to recover, when the stocks of sugar companies in the other supplier areas did recover, alters the received view that the quota program overall was beneficial to Cuba. It may be that the quota program prevented Cuba's complete elimination from the US market, as some contemporaries thought might otherwise occur. Nonetheless, it is only in that restricted sense that Cuba benefited.
As for the prominence of official language praising the benefits it gave to Cuba, official statements after it was passed naturally exaggerated those benefits for their political effect. Representatives of the sugar industry in Cuba praised it as an achievement for similar reasons. Years later, the Havana daily, the Diario de la Marina, continued to defend it: «Coordination, no matter how mediocre it may be, is better than anarchy» 59 . At the time, it would have been seen as «bad form» for Cuban industry leaders, who had sought US help to restore their principal market, or Cuban diplomats who had sought US help to restore political stability, to be ungrateful to their friends in Washington for the efforts made. And besides, the outcome could have been much worse.
In the history of Cuban sugar industry, the most significant institutional factor after 1930 was the export quota gained in the 1934 United States market, which has been regarded in a positive perspective. This is here re-examined in the light of later events which prove that the quota system was detrimental to the island economy, particularly in the fifties. The analysis is based on the examination of sugar companies' stock prices which are a useful indicator of investment expectations. Finally, it is concluded that the 1934 North American quota system issued from the conviction that the tariff system applied until then was not enough to protect the domestic sugar beet production. ----59 Diario de la Marina, La Habana, sep. 2, 1937.
